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ALGEBRAICITY OF ANALYTIC MAPS TO A HYPERBOLIC VARIETY
ARIYAN JAVANPEYKAR AND ROBERT A. KUCHARCZYK
Abstract. Let X be an algebraic variety over C. We say that X is Borel hyperbolic if, for every finite
type reduced scheme S over C, every holomorphic map San → Xan is algebraic. We use a transcendental
specialization technique to prove that X is Borel hyperbolic if and only if, for every smooth affine curve C over
C, every holomorphic map Can → Xan is algebraic. We use the latter result to prove that Borel hyperbolicity
shares many common features with other notions of hyperbolicity such as Kobayashi hyperbolicity.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the algebraicity of holomorphic maps into a fixed variety. If X is a locally finite
type scheme over C, let Xan be the associated complex-analytic space [12, Exposé XII]. If X and Y are finite
type schemes over C and ϕ : Xan → Y an is a holomorphic map, then we say that ϕ is algebraic if there is a
morphism of C-schemes f : X → Y such that f an = ϕ.
Definition 1.1. A finite type scheme over C is Borel hyperbolic if, for every finite type reduced scheme S over
C, any holomorphic map San → Xan is algebraic.
Tomotivate this specific terminology, we first explain why we choose to refer to varieties X with the above
property as “Borel hyperbolic”. For instance, the relations between Borel hyperbolicity and “hyperbolicity”
in the usual sense are captured by the following theorem due to Brody, Kobayashi, and Kwack. Note that we
recall the basic definitions from hyperbolic geometry in Section 3.2.
Theorem 1.2 (Why hyperbolic?). The following statements hold.
(i) If X is a Borel finite type scheme over C, then X is Brody hyperbolic.
(ii) If X is a one-dimensional finite type separated scheme, then X is Brody hyperbolic if and only if X
is Borel hyperbolic.
(iii) If X is a proper scheme over C, then X is Brody hyperbolic if and only if X is Borel hyperbolic.
(iv) If there is a proper scheme Y over C and an open immersion X ⊂ Y such that Xan is hyperbolically
embedded in Yan, then X is Borel hyperbolic.
If X is a finite type separated scheme over C, a useful string of implications that follows from Theorem
1.2 is the following:
X is Kobayashi hyperbolic
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The reasonwe refer to such varieties asBorel hyperbolic is because of Borel’s theoremon locally symmetric
varieties. More precisely, let X be a finite type scheme such that Xan is a locally symmetric variety, i.e.,
the universal cover of Xan is isomorphic to a bounded symmetric domain D and π1(Xan) is an arithmetic
(torsion-free) subgroup of Aut(D). Then X is a smooth quasi-projective scheme over C. It follows from a
theorem of Borel that X is in fact Borel hyperbolic; see [2, Theorem 3.10] or [4, Theorem 5.1].
The aforementioned fact that a locally symmetric variety is Borel hyperbolic is much harder to prove than
the Brody hyperbolicity of X . Indeed, as C is a simply connected topological space, the Brody hyperbolicity
of a locally symmetric variety X follows from Liouville’s theorem on bounded holomorphic functions, as
any holomorphic map C → Xan factors over a bounded domain.
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1.1. Motivation. Wewere first led to investigateBorel hyperbolic varieties by conjectures ofGreen–Griffiths,
Lang, and Vojta; see [8, 16, 25]. These conjectures predict that several “notions of hyperbolicity” are
equivalent, and thus should have the same formal properties. By Theorem 1.2, Borel hyperbolic varieties
naturally fit into this conjectural framework. The results we establish in this paper verify predictions made
by the aforementioned conjectures; see Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Another reason for us to studyBorel hyperbolicity (as a notion on its own) comes fromarithmetic geometry.
For example, the fact that the fine moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties over C with level 3
structure is Borel hyperbolicwas first used by Deligne in his proof of theWeil conjectures for K3 surfaces [4].
Subsequently, André used it in a similar fashion to prove the Shafarevich conjecture and Tate conjecture for
polarizedK3 surfaces [1]. Borel’s theorem is also the starting point for studying the Kuga-Satake construction
for polarized K3 surfaces, and its applications to Tate’s conjecture [3, 17]. In light of these results, it seems
reasonable to suspect that the Borel hyperbolicity of “period domains”, as conjectured by Griffiths, will play
a similar important role in arithmetic geometry.
Indeed, in his seminal work on period maps and period domains [9, 10], Griffiths conjectured that the
image of a “period map” is algebraizable and that the (a priori only holomorphic) period map is algebraic;
see [7]. Part of Griffiths’s conjecture can be formulated as saying that an algebraic variety which admits a
quasi-finite period map is Borel hyperbolic.
Furthermore, the complex algebraic stack of smooth canonically polarized varieties is Brody hyperbolic
and even Kobayashi hyperbolic; see [19, 23, 24]. In light of the aforementioned conjectures, it seems
reasonable to suspect that this stack is also Borel hyperbolic.
1.2. Basic properties of Borel hyperbolic varieties. Motivated by conjectures of Green–Griffiths, Lang,
and Vojta, we investigate several basic properties of Borel hyperbolic varieties. For instance, we first show
that Borel hyperbolicity persists over quasi-finite morphisms. Our precise result reads as follows, and should
be considered as the “Borel hyperbolic” analogue of the similar statement for Kobayashi hyperbolic varieties
[15, Theorem. 1] (see also[14]).
Theorem 1.3. Let f : X → Y be a quasi-finite morphism of finite type separated schemes over C. If Y is
Borel hyperbolic, then X is Borel hyperbolic.
Next, we investigate how Borel hyperbolicity behaves with respect to finite étale maps. Any notion of
“hyperbolicity” should descend along a finite étale map (see for instance [14, Theorem. 3.2.8]). Our next
result verifies this “descent” property for the notion Borel hyperbolicity.
Theorem 1.4. Let f : X → Y be a finite étale morphism of finite type separated schemes over C. Then X is
Borel hyperbolic if and only if Y is Borel hyperbolic.
The main technical result of this paper is the fact that one can test Borel hyperbolicity on maps from
smooth affine algebraic curves. Our results reads as follows.
Theorem 1.5 (Testing Borel hyperbolicity on maps from curves). Let X be a finite type separated scheme
over C. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The finite type separated scheme X is Borel hyperbolic.
(ii) For every smooth affine connected curveC overC, every holomorphic mapCan → Xan is algebraic.
1.3. Outline of paper. Borel hyperbolicity is a “transcendental” property that onlymakes sense for algebraic
varieties. It therefore comes as no surprise that our study of Borel hyperbolic varieties relies on several basic
properties of complex analytic spaces; we collect the relevant results in Section 2.2. The main result of
Section 2 is a transcendental specialization lemma for power series stated and proven in Section 2.3; see
Lemma 2.7.
In Section 3, we prove that one can test Borel hyperbolicity on holomorphic maps from smooth curves
(Theorem 3.8). This theorem is an application of the main result of Section 2.3 and basic properties of
complex analytic spaces.
We then use that one can test Borel hyperbolicity on maps from curves to prove Theorem 1.2. Next, we
use Riemann’s existence theorem to prove that one can descend Borel hyperbolicity along finite étale maps.
We then combine the fact that one can test Borel hyperbolicity on maps from curves with a simple Lemma
(Lemma 3.16) to conclude the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
1.4. Acknowledgements. We thank Benjamin Bakker, Damian Brotbek, Yohan Brunebarbe, Frédéric Cam-
pana, Lionel Darondeau, Daniel Litt, and Erwan Rousseau for helpful discussions. This research was
supported through the programme “Oberwolfach Leibniz Fellows” by theMathematisches Forschungsinstitut
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2. Transcendental specialization
2.1. Recollections about analytification. With the hope towards greater clarity,structure sheaves of schemes
(in particular sheaves of regular functions on varieties)will be denoted byO, and structure sheaves of complex-
analytic spaces (in particular sheaves of holomorphic functions on reduced complex-analytic spaces) will be
denoted byH. This is also the convention used in Serre’s GAGA [20]. The standard reference for the theory
of complex-analytic spaces is [5].
Recall that there is an “analytification” functor X 7→ Xan from the category of finite type schemes over
C to the category of complex-analytic spaces, see [12, Exposé XII]. It can be described in various ways,
including the following universal property: for every finite type scheme X over C there is a complex-analytic
space Xan together with a morphism of locally ringed spaces over SpecC:
iX : (X
an,HXan ) → (X,OX ),
such that for every complex-analytic space Y, every morphism of locally ringed spaces (Y,HY) → (X,OX )
factors uniquely over iX .
For a finite type C-scheme X the map i♯
X
: O(X) → H(Xan) is injective. We will therefore often identify
a regular function on X with the holomorphic function on Xan it defines. Indeed, often we will consider a
holomorphic function f on Xan, and then say “ f is regular”, meaning “ f is the image under i♯
X
of a regular
function on X”.
Recall that, for a finite type scheme X over C, the obvious map Xan → X(C) is a bijection. Moreover
for every point x ∈ X(C), we obtain a local homomorphism of local rings OX,x → HXan,x ; this is always
injective but in general not surjective. The induced homomorphismon completions OˆX,x → HˆXan,x , however,
is always an isomorphism [12, Théorème XII.1]. For a holomorphic function f on an open neighbourhood
of x in Xan we therefore obtain an element of OˆX,x which we call the Taylor expansion of f at x.
The universal property of the map (Xan,HXan ) → (X,OX ) turns analytification into a functor: for a
morphism f : X → Y of schemes of finite type over C we obtain a morphism of complex-analytic spaces
f an : Xan → Yan, uniquely characterized by the condition that the diagram
Xan
f an
//
iX

Y an
iY

X
f
// Y
commutes. The thus defined map Hom(X,Y) → Hom(Xan,Yan) is injective. We therefore will, as in the case
of functions, often identify a morphism X → Y with its analytification Xan → Y an, and say that a morphism
Xan → Y an is algebraic, or algebraizes, if it comes from a (necessarily unique) morphism X → Y .
2.2. Complex-analytic results. We next assemble some structure results about ring extensions occurring in
complex-analytic geometry. For the first auxiliary result, recall that a holomorphic map between complex-
analytic spaces is called finite if it is proper with finite fibres, and that a complex-analytic space X is called
irreducible if it cannot be written as a union X = X1 ∪ X2 with Xi $ X closed complex subspaces.
Lemma 2.1. If a finite holomorphic map π : Y → X of reduced and irreducible complex-analytic spaces
admits a holomorphic section s : X → Y then it is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since π is proper and X and Y are locally compact, s is also proper. Since it is injective, it is then also
finite. Hence s(X) is a closed analytic subspace of X.
By Sard’s Theorem there is an open dense subspaceU ⊆ X such that π−1(U) → U is a finite covering space.
Hence s(U) is an open subspace of π−1(U). Therefore we can find a decomposition Y = s(X) ∪ (Y \ s(U))
into closed complex subspaces. Now as Y is irreducible and s(U) , , hence Y \ s(U) , Y, we conclude that
s(X) = Y.
Therefore π and s are mutually inverse bijections. Both of them are finite holomorphic maps, hence they
are isomorphisms of complex-analytic spaces. 
We will also need an auxiliary construction. Suppose that X is a complex-analytic space and B ⊆ H(X)
is a C-subalgebra. Then, by the universal property of affine schemes within the category of locally ringed
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spaces (see [11, Errata et Addenda, Corollaire 1.8.3]), there exists a uniquemorphism of locally ringed spaces
over SpecC:
ϕ : X → Spec B
which on global sections induces the inclusion B ֒→ H(X). Now, if B is a finitely generated C-algebra, then
Y = Spec B is a C-scheme of finite type, and then by the universal property of analytifications, ϕ induces a
morphism of complex-analytic spaces
ϕ : X → Yan. (1)
By unravelling the definitions, we see that on underlying points this is the map X → Y an  HomC(B,C)
sending x ∈ X to the evaluation morphism B → C, f 7→ f (x).
Proposition 2.2. If X is a finite type integral scheme over C, then the ring O(X) of regular functions is
integrally closed in the ringH(Xan) of holomorphic functions.
Proof. It is straightforward to reduce to the case where X is affine. Write X = Spec A, so that O(X) = A.
Let f ∈ H(Xan) be integral over A and set B = A[ f ]; we will show that A = B. By assumption, B is a finite
extension of A, and since it is contained in the domainH(Xan) it must be a domain itself. Hence Y = Spec B
is also a complex variety, coming with a finite surjective morphism π : Y → X induced by the inclusion
A ֒→ B. We need to show that π is an isomorphism, for then f ∈ A.
There is a canonical analytic section s : Xan → Yan, constructed from the inclusion B ֒→ H(Xan) as
in (1). Hence, by Lemma 2.1 the holomorphic map πan : Y an → Xan is an isomorphism of complex-analytic
spaces. Therefore, by [12, Proposition XII.3.1], the morphism π is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a normal complex-analytic space; let A ⊂ X be a proper closed analytic subset.
Then the ring of holomorphic functionsH(X) is integrally closed inH(X \ A).
Proof. Assume f is holomorphic on X \ A and it satisfies a relation of the form f d + ad−1 f d−1+ · · ·+ a0 = 0,
where the ai are holomorphic on all of X. Then around each point of A the ai are bounded, hence so is f ,
and by Riemann’s extension theorem (see [6, Satz 13]) it can be extended to a holomorphic function on all
of X. 
Remark 2.4. Note that we need to assume thatX is normal in Proposition 2.3: for instance, ifX is a non-normal
Stein space and A ⊂ X contains the locus of non-normality, thenH(X) is not integrally closed inH(X \ A).
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a normal integral finite type scheme over C and let A ⊂ Xan be a proper closed
analytic subset. Then the ring of regular functions O(X) is integrally closed in the ring of holomorphic
functionsH(Xan \ A).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, the ring O(X) is integrally closed in H(Xan). Moreover, by Proposition 2.3,
the ring H(Xan) is integrally closed in H(Xan \ A). Thus, we conclude that O(X) is integrally closed in
H(Xan \ A). 
2.3. A specialization lemma for power series. Our aim in this section is to prove a “transcendental”
specialization lemma. Similar (but weaker) results are proven in [21].
In the following we will assume that k ⊂ C is an algebraically closed subfield such that C has infinite
transcendence degree over k. Then we can embed the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn+1] into a polynomial
ring of one dimension lower, C[z1, . . . , zn], as follows: choose some λ1, . . . , λn ∈ C which are algebraically
independent over k; this is possible by our assumption. Then we define a ring homomorphism
ι = ιλ1,...,λn : k[x1, . . . , xn+1] → C[z1, . . . , zn] (2)
by letting ι|k be the inclusion k ֒→ C, sending xj to zj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and sending xn+1 to the linear
polynomial λ1z1 + · · · + λnzn. This homomorphism extends in an obvious way to rings of formal power
series:
ι : k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]] → C[[z1, . . . , zn]]. (3)
Lemma 2.6. Under the given assumptions the maps (2) and (3) are injective.
Proof. It suffices to show injectivity for (3). If
f =
∑
i1,...,in+1≥0
ai1,...,in+1 x
i1
1 · · · x
in+1
n+1 ∈ k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]]
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then
ι( f ) =
∑
i1,...,in+1≥0
ai1,...,in+1 z
i1
1 · · · z
in
n (λ1z1 + · · · + λnzn)
in+1
=
∑
i1,...,in+1≥0
ai1,...,in+1 z
i1
1 · · · z
in
n
∑
ℓ1+· · ·+ℓn=in+1
(
in+1
ℓ1, . . . , ℓn
)
λ
ℓ1
1 · · · λ
ℓn
n z
ℓ1
1 · · · z
ℓn
n
=
∑
i1,...,in ≥0
ℓ1,...,ℓn≥0
(
ℓ1 + · · · + ℓn
ℓ1, . . . , ℓn
)
ai1,...,in,ℓ1+· · ·+ℓnλ
ℓ1
1 · · · λ
ℓn
n z
i1+ℓ1
1 · · · z
in+ℓn
n
=
∑
s1,...,sn ≥0
( ∑
i1+ℓ1=s1
· · ·
in+ℓn=sn
(
ℓ1 + · · · + ℓn
ℓ1, . . . , ℓn
)
ai1,...,in,ℓ1+· · ·+ℓnλ
ℓ1
1 · · · λ
ℓn
n
)
z
s1
1 · · · z
sn
n .
Thus, if ι( f ) = 0, then all the coefficients∑
i1+ℓ1=s1
· · ·
in+ℓn=sn
(
ℓ1 + · · · + ℓn
ℓ1, . . . , ℓn
)
ai1,...,in,ℓ1+· · ·+ℓnλ
ℓ1
1 · · · λ
ℓn
n
have to be zero; since the multinomial coefficients
(ℓ1+...+ℓn
ℓ1,...,ℓn
)
are positive integers, the ai1,...,in+1 are elements
of k and the λi are algebraically independent over k, this can only happen if ai1,...,in,ℓ1+· · ·+ℓn = 0 for all
choices of ij, ℓj ≥ 0. But then f = 0. 
Lemma 2.7. Let g ∈ k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]]. If ι(g) ∈ C[[z1, . . . , zn]] is an algebraic function (i.e. when interpreted
as an element of the quotient field C((z1, . . . , zn)) it is algebraic over the subfield C(z1, . . . , zn)), then g is an
algebraic function (i.e. g is an element of k((x1, . . . , xn+1)) algebraic over k(x1, . . . , xn+1)).
Proof. By assumption, there exist some d ≥ 1 and rational functions a0, . . . , ad−1 ∈ C(z1, . . . , zn) such that
ι(g)d + ad−1ι(g)
d−1
+ · · · + a0 = 0; (4)
we may assume that this is the unique such equation with minimal d. Write K = k(λ1, . . . , λn) ⊂ C; we claim
that the ai are already contained in K(z1, . . . , zn). Indeed, let the group Aut(C/K) of all field automorphisms
of C which fix K pointwise operate on C((z1, . . . , zn)) via its action on coefficients. Then ι(g) is fixed under
Aut(C/K), hence applying an element σ ∈ Aut(C/K) to (4) we find another equation
ι(g)d + σ(ad−1)ι(g)
d−1
+ · · · + σ(a0) = 0. (5)
Then substracting (5) from (4) we obtain an algebraic relation of degree atmost d−1 for ι(g) overC(z1, . . . , zn),
which by assumption is only possible if this relation is identically zero. Hence σ(aj ) = aj for all j. Since
this is assumed to hold for all σ ∈ Aut(C/K), it implies that the aj lie in K(z1, . . . , zn).
We can rewrite this latter field as the image under the obvious extension of ι of the field
k(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, λ1, . . . , λn−1),
where the 2n generating elements are algebraically independent over k. Hence we may treat them as formal
variables. We can then rewrite (4) in the form
g
d
+ a′d−1g
d
+ · · · + a′0 = 0
with some a′
j
∈ k(x1, . . . , xn+1, λ1, . . . , λn−1). Since g ∈ k(x1, . . . , xn+1), the same relation will hold true if
we specialize each λj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 to a suitable element of k. This is then the desired relation which
shows g to be algebraic over k(x1, . . . , xn+1). 
2.4. Generic hyperplanes. The following definition will allow us to use the “transcendental” specialization
lemma (Lemma 2.7) in an algebro-geometric context.
Definition 2.8. Let k ⊂ C be an algebraically closed subfield, and let n ≥ 1. An n-dimensional complex
linear subspace H ⊂ Cn+1 is called k-generic if it can be defined by an equation
H = {(z1, . . . , zn+1) ∈ C
n+1 | zn+1 = λ1z1 + λ2z2 + · · · + λnzn} (6)
where λ1, λ2, . . . , λn ∈ C are algebraically independent over k.
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Clearly, if k is countable (or, more generally, if the transcendence degree of C over k greater than n)
there exist uncountably many k-generic subspaces in Cn+1. Moreover, if H is k-generic and g ∈ GLn+1(k)
then g(H) is again k-generic; this shows that the notion makes sense for arbitrary finite-dimensional complex
vector spaces with k-structure.
For a k-generic subspace H ⊂ Cn+1 given by the equation (6) the functions z1, . . . , zn serve as natural C-
linear coordinates on H. The obvious mapO(An+1
k
) → O(H) which sends each polynomial in n+ 1 variables
over k to its restriction to H is then precisely the map ι constructed in (2), and similarly for formal functions
in (3). Note that Lemma 2.6 can be interpreted as saying that a polynomial over k is uniquely determined
by its restriction to a k-generic subspace, and similarly for formal functions. Similarly, Lemma 2.7 can be
interpreted as saying that the algebraicity of a formal power series over k can be checked at its restriction to
a k-generic subspace.
3. Borel hyperbolicity
Recall that a finite type scheme X overC is Borel hyperbolic if, for all reducedfinite type schemesY overC,
every holomorphic map ϕ : Y an → Xan algebraizes (Definition 1.1). As we discussed in the introduction, this
notion of “hyperbolicity” is motivated by Borel’s theorem on locally symmetric varieties [2, Theorem 3.10].
In this section we collect some basic properties of Borel hyperbolic varieties. We start with its relation
to Brody hyperbolicity. Recall that a finite type scheme X over C is Brody hyperbolic if every holomorphic
map C → Xan is constant.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a finite type scheme over C. If every analytic map C → Xan algebraizes, then X is
Brody hyperbolic.
Proof. Let ϕ : C = A1,an
C
→ Xan be a morphism of complex-analytic spaces. Note that both ϕ and ϕ ◦ exp
algebraize, where exp: C → C is the exponential map. This implies that ϕ is constant: otherwise ϕ ◦ exp
would be an algebraic map with countably infinite fibres, which is impossible. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a finite type scheme over C. If X is Borel hyperbolic, then X is Brody hyperbolic.
Proof. This follows from the definition of Borel hyperbolicity and Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a finite type scheme over C and let Xred be the associated reduced closed subscheme.
If Xred is Borel hyperbolic, then X is Borel hyperbolic.
Proof. Let Y be a reduced finite type scheme over C and let ϕ : Y an → Xan be a morphism. Since Y is
reduced, the morphism ϕ factors (uniquely) via Xred. Since Xred is Borel hyperbolic, the induced morphism
Y an → Xanred algebraizes, so that ϕ algebraizes. 
Remark 3.4. Of course, Lemma 3.3 is an artifact of our choice to only consider reduced test schemes in
Definition 1.1. We make this restriction for a good reason. For instance, the curve X = P1 \ {0, 1,∞} is a
locally symmetric variety: Xan is isomorphic to Γ(2)\H, where H is the complex upper half-plane and Γ(2)
is the principal congruence subgroup of level 2 in SL2(Z). So X should be (and it is) Borel hyperbolic. Still,
if ε is a formal variable with ε2 = 0, then the morphism f : A1,an
C[ε]
→ Xan defined by f (z) = 2+ exp(z)ε does
not algebraize.
Remark 3.5. Let X be a Borel hyperbolic finite type reduced scheme over C. Then Aut(X) = Aut(Xan). In
fact, for all finite type reduced schemes Y over C, we have Isom(Y, X) = Isom(Y an, Xan). Consequently,
the “algebraic structure” on Xan is unique. (It is therefore no coincidence that any pair of non-isomorphic
algebraic varieties whose associated analytic spaces are isomorphic are not hyperbolic; see for instance [13,
Chap. 6.3, p. 232-235] and [18, §7].)
3.1. Testing algebraicity on maps from curves. We now set out to show that in deciding whether a scheme
is Borel hyperbolic one can assume that the test schemes are smooth affine curves, which will come very
handy in some later proofs.
Proposition 3.6 (Dimension lemma). Let V and X be complex algebraic varieties, where V is normal and
has dimension at least two, and let f : Van → Xan be a holomorphic map. Suppose that for every closed
algebraic subvariety H ⊂ V of codimension one, the composition
H˜an
νan
→ Han ֒→ Van
f
→ Xan
is an algebraic morphism H˜ → X , where ν : H˜ → H is the normalisation morphism. Then f itself is
algebraic, f : V → X .
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Proof. We proceed in seven steps.
Step 1: Shrinking V and X . – We may, and will, assume that V is an affine variety and that f (Van) is
Zariski-dense in X .(∗)
Choose some affine dense open subvariety U ⊆ X and a closed embedding j : U ֒→ Am, and set
A = f −1(Xan \ Uan). By the assumptions made above, A is a proper closed analytic subset of Van. Denote
the resulting map
Van \ A
f
→ Uan
jan
→ Cm (7)
by g and its components by g1, . . . , gm : Van \ A → C. The gi are holomorphic functions. (Note that they
cannot be simultaneously analytically continued to any open set D withVan\A ⊂ D ⊆ Van, because otherwise
by analytic continuation f (D) would still be contained in Uan, which contradicts the construction of A. Of
course, it is still possible that an individual gi can be analytically extended to some part of A.)
Step 2: Noether normalisation. – Choose a finite surjective morphism π : V → An+1, where n + 1 =
dimV > 1. By generic smoothness, π becomes étale over a dense Zariski-open subvariety of An+1; we may
assume that 0 is contained in this subvariety, and we choose some 0˜ ∈ V(C) with π(0˜) = 0. We may also
assume that 0˜ < A, i.e. that the gi are defined and holomorphic at 0˜.
Step 3: The subfield k. – We choose a countable algebraically closed subfield k ⊂ C such that ‘the entire
situation is defined over k’; more precisely, there is a model π : Vk → An+1k of π : V = VC → A
n+1
C
over k
(note that then 0˜ can be identified with a unique point in Vk(k)), and the Taylor series of the holomorphic
functions gi at 0˜ lie in the subring OˆVk ,0˜ ⊂ OˆVC,0˜.
Step 4: The k-generic hyperplane. – Since k is countable, there exists a k-generic hyperplane P ⊂ An+1
C
through 0 (Section 2.4), given by an equation (6) with λ1, . . . , λn ∈ C algebraically independent over k.
Here we view P as a C-scheme which comes with an isomorphism to An
C
, with coordinates z1, . . . , zn. The
scheme morphism P → An+1
k
induces a ring homomorphism on completed local rings OˆAn
k
,0 → OˆP,0; this
is precisely the homomorphism k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]] → C[[z1, . . . , zn]] given by (3) in Section 2.3. In particular,
the homomorphism OˆAn
k
,0 → OˆP,0 is injective by Lemma 2.6.
We let H = HC ⊂ VC be the irreducible component of π−1(P) which contains 0˜ (note that this is unique
because π is étale at 0˜). Then H is a closed subvariety of codimension one in VC, and we denote its
normalisation by H˜. By our assumption, the restrictions of the holomorphic functions gi to H˜an \ A extend
to rational functions hi : H˜C d P1C which are regular at 0˜.
The commutative diagram of pointed schemes
(Vk, 0˜)
π

(H˜C, 0˜)oo
π |
H˜

(An+1
k
, 0) (PC, 0)oo
gives rise to a commutative diagram of completed local rings
OˆVk ,0˜
// OˆH˜C,0˜
k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]]
π∗ 
OO
ι
// C[[z1, . . . , zn]];
π∗
OO
(8)
the vertical maps in (8) are isomorphisms because π is étale at 0˜ and thus H is normal at 0˜.
Step 5: Formal algebraization. – TheTaylor expansions of the holomorphic functions gi at 0˜ are elements of
OˆVk ,0˜
, hence by (8) they can be viewed as elements of k[[x1, . . . , xn+1]]. Their images ι(gi) ∈ C[[z1, . . . , zn]] 
OˆH˜C,0˜
can be interpreted as the Taylor expansions of the rational functions hi at 0˜. Since the composition
H˜
ν
→ H
π
→ P is a finite morphism, the hi ∈ C[[z1, . . . , zn]] are then algebraic over C(z1, . . . , zn). By
Lemma 2.7, the gi are then algebraic over k(x1, . . . , xn+1).
(∗) The proof would simplify if we could already assume that f (V an) is contained in an affine subvariety of X. However, for arbitrary
holomorphic maps between complex algebraic varieties this is not necessarily the case, as the uniformisation p : (A1)an → Ean of an
elliptic curve E shows (note that p |V an is still surjective for every nonempty open subvariety V ⊂ A
1). We therefore need to argue
more carefully.
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To spell this out, there exist rational functions a0,i, a1,i, . . . , adi−1,i ∈ k(x1, . . . , xn+1), which via π : V →
An+1 can also be interpreted as rational functions on V , such that
g
di
i
+ adi−1,ig
di−1
i
+ · · · a1,igi + a0,i = 0. (9)
There is then a dense open subvarietyW ⊆ V such that the ai, j are actually regular functions on W . Then the
gi define elements ofH(Wan \ A), and (9) can be viewed as an equation inH(Wan \ A), with the ai, j ∈ O(W).
From Corollary 2.5 we deduce that the gi are already elements inO(W). Note that here we use the assumption
that V (and thus also W) is normal.
Step 6: Algebraization on an open subvariety of V . – We have seen that the gi are regular functions on a
dense open subvariety of V , hence they can be extended to rational functions gi : V d P1. By construction
and analytic continuation, the restriction of these rational functions toVan\Amust be equal to the components
of the map constructed in (7). By the remarks about analytic continuation in Step 1, A must be equal to the
union of the poles of gi , in particular it is a closed algebraic subset of V , and W as in Step 5 can be chosen in
such a way that Wan = Van \ A.
Step 7: Global algebraization. – Resuming the previous steps, we see that we have shown the following
statement: for every affine open U ⊆ X and every v ∈ V(C) there is some quasi-affine open W ⊆ V with
v ∈ W(C) and f (Wan) ⊆ Uan, and such that f |W an : Wan → Uan is a regular map. This clearly shows that f
itself is a regular map. 
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a finite type separated scheme over C. Let Y be a finite type reduced scheme and let
f : Y an → Xan be a holomorphic map. Let ν : Y˜ → Y be the normalization of Y . If the composed morphism
νan ◦ f algebraizes, then f algebraizes.
Proof. We claim that, for every Zariski-open U ⊆ X , the preimage f −1(Uan) is a Zariski-open subset of V ;
this will allow us to assume that X is affine.
Since f ◦ νan is a regular map, the preimage ( f ◦ νan)−1(U) is a Zariski-open algebraic subvariety of V˜ .
Therefore f −1(Uan) = νan(( f ◦ νan)−1(U)) = ν( f ◦ νan)−1(U)) is a Zariski constructible subset of V (note that
the normalisation morphism ν : V˜ → V is not necessarily open, so we cannot directly conclude that f −1(Uan)
is Zariski-open). Since f is continuous for the complex topology, f −1(Uan) is also open for the complex
topology. Therefore, by [12, Corollaire XII.2.3], the subset f −1(Uan) is Zariski-open in V .
So we may (and do) assume that X is affine; by embedding it into some affine space we may assume
moreover that X = An, and by considering the coordinate components of f we may even further simplify to
the case where X = A1. Then f is a holomorphic function on V which becomes regular on V˜ . In particular
it is integral over O(V). By Proposition 2.2 it is then regular on V . 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a finite type separated scheme over C. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) X is Borel hyperbolic.
(ii) For every smooth complex algebraic curve C, every morphism of complex-analytic spaces Can →
Xan algebraizes.
Proof. The implication (i)⇒ (ii) is obvious. For the other direction, assume (ii), let S be a reduced scheme
of finite type over C and let f : San → Xan be a morphism of complex-analytic spaces. We need to show that
f algebraizes.
First, by Lemma 3.3 we can assume that X is reduced. By considering irreducible components, we can
also assume that both X and S are irreducible, hence they are varieties. By Lemma 3.7 we can also assume
that S is normal.
If S is a point, there is nothing to show. If dim S = 1, then S is a smooth algebraic curve, so by assumption
f is algebraic. We therefore assume dim S ≥ 2. Consider, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ dim S, the following statement:
For every k-dimensional subvariety H ⊆ S, the composition
H˜an
νan
→ Han ֒→ San
f
→ Xan
algebraizes. Now, this statement is true for k = 1 by assumption, and from Proposition 3.6 we conclude that
if it holds for k then it also holds for k + 1. By induction, it then also holds for k = n, which means that f
itself is algebraic. 
Remark 3.9. One can further sharpen Theorem 3.8, for instance by only considering C which are also affine,
or only C which are also hyperbolic. In both cases this follows from the fact that every smooth curve has an
open cover by curves with the additional property.
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3.2. Relating different analytic notions of hyperbolicity. In this section we gather known results relating
the different notions of hyperbolicity. We start with an extension property for holomorphic maps. Write
∆ = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} and ∆∗ = ∆ \ {0}.
Definition 3.10. A finite type separated scheme X over C has the ∆∗-extension property if there is an open
immersion X ⊂ X with X proper over C such that, for every morphism f : ∆∗ → Xan there is a morphism
∆→ X
an
which extends f .
Note that a similar (but different) notion is studied in [22]. Moreover, Picard’s Big Theorem can be stated
as saying that P1 \ {0, 1,∞} has the ∆∗-extension property.
By using that one can test Borel hyperbolicity on maps from curves, we can prove that a variety X having
the ∆∗-extension property is in fact Borel hyperbolic.
Corollary 3.11. Let X be a finite type separated scheme over C. If X has the ∆∗-extension property, then X
is Borel hyperbolic.
Proof. Let X ⊂ X be as in the definition of the ∆∗-extension property. Let C be a smooth curve and let
ϕ : Can → Xan be a holomorphic map. By Theorem 3.8, it suffices to show that ϕ is algebraic. Let C be the
smooth compactification of C, and let p ∈ C \ C be a point. Let ∆ ⊂ C
an
be an open unit disk with origin p,
and such that the punctured open unit disk ∆∗ does not contain any point of C
an
\ Can.
Since X has the ∆∗-extension property, the induced holomorphicmap ∆∗ → Xan extends to a holomorphic
map ∆→ X
an
. Applying this to all p in C \ C, we see that the morphism Can → Xan extends to a morphism
C
an
→ X
an
. By the GAGA theorem for properC-schemes [12, Corollaire XII.4.5], the morphismC
an
→ X
an
algebraizes, so that ϕ : Can → Xan algebraizes. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.12. By Corollary 3.11 and Picard’s Big Theorem, we see that P1 \ {0, 1,∞} is Borel hyperbolic.
If X is a finite type separated reduced scheme over C, then Kobayashi defined a pseudo-distance dX on
Xan; see [14]. We follow standard terminology and say that X is Kobayashi hyperbolic if dXred is a distance
function on Xred. Suppose that X is a dense open subscheme of a proper reduced scheme Y . We follow
Kobayashi and say that X is hyperbolically embedded in Y if X is Kobayashi hyperbolic, and every point in Y
is hyperbolic [14, §3.3]. We say that a finite type separated scheme X overC is hyperbolically embeddable if
there is a proper scheme Y and an open immersion X ⊂ Y such that Xred is hyperbolically embedded in Yred.
It is well-known that Kobayashi hyperbolicity and Brody hyperbolicity are closely related. The following
theorem makes this more precise, and also clarifies the relation to Borel hyperbolicity.
Theorem 3.13. Let X be a finite type integral scheme over C. The following statements hold.
(i) If X is separated and has the ∆∗-extension property, then X is Borel hyperbolic.
(ii) If X is separated and hyperbolically embeddable, then X is Kobayashi hyperbolic, Borel hyperbolic,
and satisfies the ∆∗-extension property.
(iii) If X is Kobayashi hyperbolic, then X is Brody hyperbolic.
(iv) If X is Borel hyperbolic, then X is Brody hyperbolic.
Proof. Note that (i) follows from Corollary 3.11. To prove (ii), suppose that X is separated and hyperbol-
ically embedded in X . It then follows readily that X is Kobayashi hyperbolic. Also, it follows from [14,
Theorem 6.3.7] that X has the ∆∗-extension property. Thus, the Borel hyperbolicity of X now follows from
(i). Note that (iii) and (iv) follow from [14, Proposition 3.6.1] and Lemma 3.2, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Note that Borel hyperbolic varieties are Brody hyperbolic (Lemma 3.2). This proves
(i). Let X be a proper scheme over C. If X is Brody hyperbolic, then X is Kobayashi hyperbolic [14,
Theorem 3.6.3], and thus (clearly) hyperbolically embedded in itself. Therefore, by Theorem 3.13, the proper
C-scheme X is Borel hyperbolic. This proves (iii). Moreover, (iv) follows from Theorem 3.13.(ii).
Thus, to conclude the proof, it remains to prove the statement about curves. Let X be a finite type separated
one-dimensional scheme overC. Assume X is Brody hyperbolic. To show that X is Borel hyperbolic, wemay
and do assume that X is reduced (Lemma 3.3). It is well-known that Brody hyperbolic curves are Kobayashi
hyperbolic [14]. It is clear that every point in a compactification X of X is hyperbolic (as it is isolated).
We see that X is hyperbolically embeddable, and thus Borel hyperbolic (Theorem 3.13). This concludes the
proof of (ii). 
Corollary 3.14. Let X be a proper scheme over C. Then X is Borel hyperbolic if and only if every morphism
A1,an → Xan is algebraic.
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Proof. If every holomorphic map A1,an → Xan algebraizes, then X is Brody hyperbolic (Lemma 3.1).
Conversely, if X is Brody hyperbolic, then X is Borel hyperbolic by Theorem 1.2.(iii). In particular, if X is
Brody hyperbolic, then every morphism A1,an → Xan is algebraic. 
3.3. Borel hyperbolicity along quasi-finite maps. We first apply Riemann’s existence theorem to show that
Borel hyperbolicity descends along étale coverings.
Lemma 3.15. Let f : X → Y be a finite étale morphism of finite type schemes overC. If X is Borel hyperbolic,
then Y is Borel hyperbolic.
Proof. Let Z be a finite type reduced scheme and let Zan → Yan be a holomorphic map. Consider the
Cartesian diagram of complex-analytic spaces
Z′ //

Xan
finite étale

Zan // Y an
Since Xan → Y an is finite étale, it follows that Z′ → Zan is finite étale. By Riemann’s existence theorem [12,
Exposé XII, Théorème 5.1], the morphism Z′ → Zan algebraizes. That is, there exist a finite étale morphism
Z˜ → Z of schemes such that Z˜an is isomorphic to Z′ over Zan. Now, as X is a Borel hyperbolic finite type
scheme, the morphism Z˜an  Z′ → Xan algebraizes. In particular, the composed morphism
Z˜an  Z′ → Xan → Yan
algebraizes. Therefore, the morphism Zan → Y an algebraizes. 
To prove that Borel hyperbolicity persists along quasi-finite maps, we will use the following simple lemma.
Lemma 3.16. Let f : X → Y be a quasi-finite morphism of finite type separated schemes over C. Let C be
a finite type separated integral curve over C. Let ϕ : Can → Xan be a holomorphic map. If the composition
Can → Yan is algebraic, then ϕ is algebraic.
Proof. The holomorphic map Can → Y an is the algebraization of a morphism C → Y . If the map C → Y
is constant, then the image of Can → Xan is contained in a fibre of f . Since the fibres of f are finite, the
morphism Can → Xan is constant, and thus algebraic.
Thus, to prove the lemma, we may and do assume that C → Y is non-constant, hence quasi-finite. Let D
be the image of C in Y . Note that D is a one-dimensional integral locally closed subscheme of Y . Let D0 be
a dense open Brody hyperbolic subvariety. Let C0 be the inverse image of D0 along C → D.
Let E = D0 ×Y X be the pull-back of f along D0 ⊂ Y . Since f is quasi-finite, the morphism E → D0
is quasi-finite. Since D0 is Brody hyperbolic, we see that E is a Brody hyperbolic curve. Now, since E is a
Brody hyperbolic curve, it is Borel hyperbolic (Theorem 1.2).
Note that ϕ : Can → Xan factors via a holomorphic map Can → Ean. Since E is Borel hyperbolic, we
conclude that Can → Ean algebraizes. Since the inclusion Ean ⊂ Xan is algebraic, this proves that Can → Xan
algebraizes. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let C be a smooth quasi-projective curve overC and let Can → Xan be a holomorphic
map. SinceY is Borel hyperbolic, the composed holomorphicmapCan → Xan → Yan is algebraic. Therefore,
the holomorphic map Can → Xan is algebraic (Lemma 3.16). Thus, we have shown that any holomorphic
map from any smooth affine curve to X algebraizes. It now follows from Theorem 1.5 that the finite type
separated scheme X is Borel hyperbolic. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let X → Y be a finite étale morphism of finite type separated schemes over C. If
X is Borel hyperbolic, then Y is Borel hyperbolic (Lemma 3.15 ). If Y is Borel hyperbolic, then X is Borel
hyperbolic (Theorem 1.3). 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. This is Theorem 3.8. 
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